A major advance in
servicing aircraft brakes

Increase
productivity,
reduce costs
significantly
with the new
BrakeMaster
Aircraft Brake
Servicing Press

Introducing the
most effective
way to strip and
assemble steel
aircraft brakes!

Viability...

“ BrakeMaster has
become an integral
part of the process
and we would not
want to be without it”

Replacing pads on aircraft brakes is a demanding task requiring
great accuracy and a very high standard of workmanship. It is
also accepted as time consuming. But now replacing pads on
steel discs can be carried out in a fraction of the time with total
reliability and without the need for a skilled operator by using the
new BrakeMaster.
Developed in conjunction with the U.S.A.F. by P.J. Hare Ltd, a
leading UK machine press manufacturer, the BrakeMaster can
accommodate steel brakes from most major aircraft types.
With the entire assembly and disassembly operation taking only
a few minutes, the time and cost savings are exceptional - and
increased productivity and profitability considerable.
● “BrakeMaster represents a significant time saving on each
brake, has greatly improved the safety aspects of the job and has
cut down on the waste material and dust generated by our
previous process. We also found that the process is less damaging
to the stator rivet holes. The unit has become an integral part of
the process and we would not want to be without it”
Jonathan Merry
Quality Manager, Goodrich Wheel & Brakes

In seconds rather than minutes...
BrakeMaster uses controlled hydro-pneumatic pressure to
automate the assembly and disassembly process. A 24 pad unit
can be disassembled in as little as 25 seconds whilst new pads
can be fitted in under three minutes! The implementation of
foolproof stator indexing, a technique perfected through many
years working with the automotive sector, greatly reduces the
risk of damage to the stator itself.

Safer, more accurate...
Not only faster than the existing manual operation, BrakeMaster is
safer and more environmentally friendly. The entire process takes
place behind a Makrolon guard, thus minimising operator handling
and increasing protection. Automation ensures that rivetting and
de-rivetting positions are precisely indexed, eliminating the risk of
stator damage whilst ensuring accurate positioning.
● “The BrakeMaster has surpassed all expectations, it now takes
approximately 30 seconds to de-rivet a stator and is very easy to
set up for each brake type. Since it was installed we have seen
brake output increase. Simplicity of design and a minimum of
moving parts makes for a very user friendly machine.
Aviaservices would highly recommend the BrakeMaster”
Darren Jones
Safety Equipment & Wheels and Brakes Manager, Aviaservices Ltd

Flexibility...
BrakeMaster is available in two formats to either
assemble or disassemble brake pads from their disks.
Rivets are removed and inserted using a controllable
hydro-pneumatic pressing action. This ensures a
consistent force is applied in each application so that
component quality is assured.
Pressing, rather than drilling, eradicates swarf and the
need for drill maintenance. Spent rivets are collected
under the machine and there is a vacuum extraction
option for dust removal.
Below the press bed is a convenient rack for storing
additional dial plates.

● “Safety and efficiency are key benefits when using BrakeMaster. The direct disposal of used materials is simple yet effective and
operator safety is excellent. Since the introduction of BrakeMaster zero disk damage has occurred, eliminating scrap replacement
costs. Increased throughput allows a rate of 40/45 disks per hour to be stripped, along with an 85% reduction in direct labour
requirement. Our operator's have reported favourably on BrakeMaster - pad removal is no longer a task technician's dread.
BrakeMaster is clean, efficient, safe and more importantly to workshops throughout the industry, it works!”
Dean Goodliff
Operations Manager, Aircraft Braking Systems Europe Ltd

Hare BrakeMaster
- Aircraft Brake Servicing Press
BrakeMaster has been specifically designed for the servicing of stator
plate assemblies used in steel aircraft brakes. The system can
accommodate a broad range of aircraft types by the use of change part
dial plates.
The system is based upon our unique, proven HARE hydro-pneumatic
rapid stroke power unit, and only requires connection to an air supply.
This machine does not require electrical connections.
BRAKEMASTER BENEFITS
● High ram speed with fast stroke ensures quick
disassembly of complete component.
● Auto-initiation of power stroke - no difficult setting, simple to operate.
● Manually operated lock down guard with ’push-button to open’
control means operators are protected at all times during use.
● Robust, fabricated pedestal with storage rails for additional dial
plates keeping footprint to a minimum.
● Minimal maintenance and proven reliability from
many years experience of industrial applications.
DISASSEMBLY MODEL
Operator loads used stator/rotor to dial plate and closes guard.
Sprung locations align the plate and clamp it in its correct position,
ensuring the first pad to be processed is directly under the top tool.
Operator initiates press cycle with foot pedal. Press closes and
punches out rivet. Remains of rivet fall into scrap bin.
Operator releases location handle, turns table to next position
and repeats press cycle until all pads have been disassembled.
Guard is opened, parts removed.
Typical cycle time for the complete disassembly process 25 to 40 seconds.
ASSEMBLY MODEL
Operator loads stator, pads and rivets to dial plate, aligning it
with location features. Sprung locations align the plate and
clamp it in its correct position ensuring the first assembly is
directly under the top tool.
Operator closes guard and initiates press cycle with foot pedal. The ram
descends and the top punch contacts the rivet and upper friction pad and
clamps the disc to the dial plate. As the springs collapse the punch forms the
rivet as pressure is applied.
Operator releases location handle and turns table to next position, repeating the
cycle until all the pads have been assembled. Guard is opened and finished
work removed.

BrakeMaster presses are CE marked and
supplied with a Declaration of Conformity
as required by the Machinery Directive.

● For further information and a video of the disassembly
process, please visit our website: www.brake-master.com
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